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∧
3D shape retrieval and clustering is of current interest in several different fields, including mechanical
engineering. Several new shape representations for 3D objects are continuing to emerge. Most shape
representations are embedded in a variety of feature spaces. However, some of the recently reported
shape representations are embedded in arbitrary metric spaces, i.e. distance spaces, rather than in

∧
multi-

dimensional feature space. For such representations, the only operations available on the data objects
are distance calculations between the objects. In addition, some of the view-based representations are
embedded in non-metric spaceswhere the representations and the corresponding distances do not follow
the triangle inequality. For shape clustering applications, most existing algorithms assume the shape
representations either to be embedded in a

∧
multi-dimensional feature space or a metric distance space,

making it difficult to evaluate several shape representations that do not conform to these assumptions.
Therefore, two different approaches were evaluated for using the distance features of a shape to obtain
clustering results. In the first method, the original distances are transformed into feature space using
a

∧
multi-dimensional scaling approach for use with K -means clustering. The second approach directly
uses the original distances with a distance-based clustering algorithm. We compared the clustering
effectiveness of these two approaches using a classified benchmark database of 3D models. The effect
of using different shape descriptors and number of clusters was studied using four measures of clustering
effectiveness. Several statistical methods, including the Rand Index and Mutual Information Index, were
used to objectively evaluate the clustering efficacy.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Effective clustering in Computer Aided Design (CAD) repos-2

itories is important for a variety of reasons. A classification3

system that sorts and retrieves 3D CAD models using shape4

similarity is required in order to provide
∧
designers and process5

planning engineers with an overview of the contents of an or-6

ganization’s design repository. Such a classification system can7

provide new ways of looking at design repositories by clustering8

related designs into coherent groups, while separating dissimilar9

designs into distant groups. Using such a system, a part designer10

will be able to locate similar designs and reuse existing designs ei-11

ther in entirety or portions thereof, thereby reducing part variety.12

Similarly a process planner will be able to generate better plans13

for reduced changeovers, reduced downstreamdesign changes and14

reduced inventory. During the entire new product development15

process, histories of problems encountered in designing and man-16

ufacturing a given group of parts or products can be analyzed for17

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 765 494 5725; fax: +1 765 494 0539.
E-mail address: ramani@purdue.edu (K. Ramani).

effective decision-making and improving new product develop- 18

ment. Group Technology coding has been developed and success- 19

fully applied for part family classification and process planning. 20

Group technology coding entails classifying parts based on their 21

specific design attributes and the manufacturing attributes. De- 22

sign attributes include design aspects such as external shape, in- 23

ternal shape, length-to-diameter ratio for rotational part, aspect 24

ratio for rectangular parts. Part codes are unique to each individ- 25

ual organization and lead to problems especially in collaborative 26

product development [1]. Similarly, manufacturing attributes may 27

include attributes such asmajor process,minor process and surface 28

finish. Each part produced by an organization is manually given 29

a numeric or alphanumeric code for all such attributes identified 30

as relevant for retrieval. However, due to the extensive human 31

judgment involved in generating such part codes, the increasing 32

complexities of modern designs facilitated by state-of-the-art CAD 33

systems, as well as the increasing variety of parts necessitated by 34

recent engineer-to-order and mass-customization trends, lead to 35

difficulties in their continued application. These limitations neces- 36

sitate the use of an automated approach for classification that re- 37

quires minimal human interaction while considering the design 38

(shape) aspect. Since a given part design can be manufactured by 39

using a variety of manufacturing process combinations, a classifi- 40
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cation system based onmanufacturing attributes alonewill lead to1

the same part being classified into multiple classes.2

1.1. Clustering applications in mechanical engineering3

An effective classification system should not only allow for4

simplification (i.e. deliberate reduction of product variety) but5

also standardization (i.e. one can achieve maximum utilization6

of the essential products through reuse). In the current prod-7

uct development environment, where reduced cycle times and8

increasing organizational complexity are normal, effective clas-9

sification tools will be critical in making important decisions10

throughout the product lifecycle from the early design stages to11

maintenance and overhaul. Gombinski [2] lists several applications12

for Group Technology-based classification and coding for quick re-13

trieval. Some
∧
of these include:14

1. Existing similarities are revealed and future duplications are15

prevented.16

2. The essential features of many parts may be embodied in a new17

design in order to simplify and standardize designs, production18

and tooling manufacture.19

3. New designs can replace one or more existing similar designs,20

meeting both the old and new requirements.21

4. Where existing designs meet new requirements, redundant22

effort can be eliminated.23

An added benefit of an efficient classification system is that groups24

of similar parts can be sourced from the same supplier, leading to25

a streamlining of the supply chain.26

In addition to the aforementioned reasons, applying shape-27

based retrieval techniques to large digital repositories of engineer-28

ing CAD objects requires the restriction of search space to provide29

adequate response time. This restriction can be effected by means30

of clustering techniques that partition the CAD repository into31

subspaces of similar elements. The motivation for the research32

described in this paper is the design of such a design retrieval33

system that can facilitate easy navigation of large CAD repositories34

where designs with similar global shapes are presented in a group35

to the engineer thereby assisting in efficient design retrieval and36

reuse. Evaluation of the clustering effectiveness of existing cluster-37

ing algorithms, shape representations and combinations thereof,38

will provide the foundations for developing such a system and is39

the focus of the current research.40

1.2. Shape-based clustering41

Recent developments in commercial Product DataManagement42

(PDM) and Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems address43

many issues related to archiving and retrieving product attributes44

that can be expressed in numerical and text domains. In addition45

to these attributes, it is important to archive products and parts46

based on their geometric design attributes or 3D shape for quick47

retrieval and reuse. Shape-based archival, retrieval and clustering48

algorithms are being researched in a wide array of disciplines,49

including computer vision, artifact searching, molecular biology,50

and chemistry. Extensive reviews of shape matching methods51

are available in [3–5]. Shape-based retrieval methods have also52

received much attention in mechanical engineering. Even though53

a number of shape representation methods are being developed to54

address challenges of effective indexing, clustering and retrieval,55

there has been limited effort in developing a standard dataset for56

use in mechanical engineering CAD repositories for benchmarking57

retrieval efficiency. Currently, there exist two publicly available58

datasets geared towards mechanical engineering CAD objects for59

benchmark shape-based retrieval techniques [6,7]. Regli et al. [6]60

have developed the National Design Repository, a collection of61

CAD models used in engineering, containing the Actual Artifacts 62

dataset. The AAD dataset contains a functional classification 63

dataset containing 12 classes and 70 models, and a manufacturing 64

classification dataset with two classes containing 112 models. 65

Jayanti et al. [7] developed the Engineering Shape Benchmark 66

containing a total of 867 models classified into 44 classes and 67

is closely related in classification structure to the functional 68

classification dataset in the AAD. For this research, the ESB was 69

considered for the experiments as it encompasses a large variety 70

of parts and contains classes with sizes more than 5 models in any 71

given category. 72

The focus of this paper is to study unsupervised (automatic) 73

clustering which refers to the blind classification of a dataset into 74

clusters without any a priori knowledge of the size or number 75

of the clusters. In contrast, supervised classification refers to 76

clustering of a dataset into classes by using a priori knowledge 77

of number of clusters and/or cluster membership. In this paper, 78

we describe the current state-of-the art in clustering of CAD 79

objects based on their shape features and compare different (a) 80

shape representation schemes and (b) unsupervised clustering 81

algorithms for unsupervised clustering CAD objects in a publicly 82

available dataset. Specifically, we will compare several shape 83

descriptors which have been used in conjunction with clustering, 84

classification or retrieval of 3D CAD models and evaluate their 85

clustering effectiveness via four different effectiveness indices. 86

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study 87

in evaluating the clustering effectiveness of different 3D shape 88

representations in the mechanical engineering domain and a 89

first step towards applying appropriate effectiveness measures 90

for benchmarking engineering shape-based clustering techniques. 91

Although this paper describes overall effectiveness measures in 92

terms of global shape, it is predicted that future research will focus 93

on extending current effectiveness measures to hierarchical levels 94

of details, as the shape representations themselves are starting 95

to embed multiple levels of details for improving their discerning 96

abilities. 97

2. Related work 98

Clustering algorithms have been applied for a variety of 99

applications from text databases to biological databases. A detailed 100

discussion of existing data clustering algorithms is beyond the 101

scope of this paper; however, we will briefly summarize some of 102

the popular clustering algorithms from related work. A detailed 103

survey of data clustering algorithms can be found in [8]. The 104

most widely used clustering algorithms can be broadly classified 105

into the following classes: (1)
∧
Hierarchical clustering, (2) K - 106

clustering and (3) Density-based methods. Hierarchical clustering 107

builds a cluster hierarchy, also known as a dendrogram. Every 108

cluster node contains child clusters; sibling clusters partition 109

the points covered by their common parent. Such an approach 110

allows exploring data on different levels of granularity. K - 111

clustering is representative of a class of algorithms known as 112

partitional clustering techniques where which divide the data into 113

several subsets. Because checking all possible subset systems is 114

computationally infeasible, certain greedy heuristics are used in 115

the formof iterative optimization. Specifically, thismeans different 116

relocation schemes that iteratively reassign points between the K 117

clusters. On the other hand, density-based clustering techniques 118

have become popular in part because these algorithms do not 119

assume the shapes of data distribution and hence are expected to 120

perform well on arbitrarily shape feature spaces. Density-based 121

clustering assumes that an open set in Euclidean space can be 122

divided into a set of its connected components. Ankerst et al. [9] 123

developed a density based clustering algorithm for discovering 124

clusters with varying densities and shapes. 125
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The choice of clustering algorithm used depends on many1

factors including: (1) data type, (2) dimensionality of the data, (3)2

whether the distance measure is a metric or not, (
∧
4) whether the3

application requires static or on-line clustering, and (
∧
5) availability4

of domain knowledge. In general, the K -clustering algorithms used5

in this study assume spherical clusters and generally tend to obtain6

local optimality. In this study, our focus is limited to flat partitional7

clustering
∧
algorithms, namely, K -means and K -medoid clustering,8

since most existing engineering datasets only contain one level of9

hierarchy in the ground truth class labels.10

2.1. K-clustering algorithms11

The K -means algorithm was first proposed by MacQueen [10],12

and since then there have been many improvements and13

modifications to the basic algorithm [11]. The goal of the K -means14

algorithm is to reduce intra-cluster distance and increase the inter-15

cluster distance, such that the output is a set of tight, but distant16

clusters.17

The quality of the K -means algorithm relative to a given set18

of data is evaluated using the sum of squared errors (SSE) value,19

which maximizes the inter-cluster distances and minimizes the20

intra-cluster distances. One drawback of the original K -means21

clustering algorithms is that the resulting clusters, i.e., the contents22

of each class identified as a coherent group, vary with each23

separate initialization of the K -means. Therefore, for a given K24

value, the algorithm is run multiple times in order to avoid25

suboptimal solutions. The particular run of the K -means algorithm26

that produces the least error (SSE) is considered to be the27

optimal clustering for that K value. Similarly, since the correct28

number of clusters is not known during unsupervised clustering,29

a brute-force approach is to vary the desired number for clusters,30

(i.e. the K value) in order to determine the optimal K value that31

produces the least error of all the different K values. The K -32

means algorithm tends to produce locally optimal solutions which33

may lead to incorrect clustering. In order to avoid local optima,34

choosing different initial seeds with random restart to improve35

the probability of reach globally optimal solutions is commonly36

used. In cases where two different K -values led to the same error,37

the smallest K -value is considered to be the optimum, since the38

number of clusters needs to be large enough to differentiate the39

categories of shapes, but small enough to have enough shapes in40

a given cluster. This approach was used in this study to study the41

effect of different K values on clustering effectiveness.42

In a class of shape representations known as view-based43

shape representations similarity between a pair of 3D models is44

obtained by comparingmultiple views of the 3Dmodels. Lightfield45

descriptor (LFD) is one such method and has shown to perform46

best in a set of retrieval experiments performed on the Princeton47

Shape Benchmark (PSB), a classified dataset of 1814 multimedia48

3D models. The images obtained for each view is converted to49

a suitable representation for comparison. Similarity between the50

two 3D models is determined through comparing in a pair-wise51

fashion all views in both sets and finding the best pairs ofmatching52

views. This step corresponds indirectly to estimating the best53

matching pose for both objects for direct comparison. As a result54

of the
∧
pair-wise comparisons, the feature space in which different55

object-pairs are compared can be different and hence feature56

vector-based clustering algorithms such as K -means cannot be57

applied directlywithout distortion or reduction in effectiveness. As58

a result, we used theK -medoid clustering algorithm in conjunction59

with the original distance metric for these shape representations,60

and provided comparison with K -median and K -means clustering61

for other methods as well.62

The K -medoid algorithm is similar to the K -means algorithm,63

with the exception that a cluster is represented by a centrally64

located data object, instead of the mean. When applied to
∧
feature- 65

vector-based similarity spaces, thismethod is less affected by noise 66

and outliers because of its use of amedian object instead of amean. 67

Another advantage is that this method is also suitable for distance- 68

based similarity spaces which may be either metric or non-metric 69

as there are no requirements on the distance function. 70

K -medoid clustering belongs to a class of clustering algorithms 71

known as Partitioning around
∧
Medoids or PAM. These algorithms 72

select a set of K representative objects from the data, which 73

are referred to as medoids. Geometrically, medoids are centrally 74

located in the cluster and are approximately equidistant from 75

all objects within the cluster. The goal of such algorithms is to 76

find a partition of the data such that the sum of distances of 77

all objects from their corresponding medoids is the smallest. The 78

original K -medoids algorithm has quadratic complexity in terms 79

of the database size. Therefore, Ng and Han [12,13] proposed 80

CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomized 81

Search) which performs a randomized search with replacement 82

of K -medoids to obtain the final set of medoids, and has a 83

linear complexity in terms of the database size. We use this 84

algorithm as our algorithm of choice for comparing different shape 85

representations. 86

2.2. Shape-based clustering 87

Clustering algorithms have been used extensively for text 88

classification as well as content-based image retrieval (CBIR) for 89

multimedia retrieval applications. A common methodology for 90

assessing the effectiveness of clustering in such applications is 91

comparing the contents of the system-generated classes against 92

a set of predefined classes that are determined either by manual 93

classification or some other ‘‘ground truth’’ classification criteria. 94

Several statistical measures are employed to provide quantitative 95

measures of clustering effectiveness. In contrast, there exists 96

limited literature in clustering of 3D objects based on shape, 97

especially for engineering applications and there are no objective 98

studies of clustering effectiveness. McWherter, et al. [14] used 99

the EigenDistance and Invariant Topology Vector (ITV) distance 100

metric to cluster engineering design models represented as B-rep 101

graphs using a k-means clustering algorithm. The ITV is a vector 102

describing the properties of the b-rep graph such as the number 103

of nodes, number of straight surfaces, etc. Similarly, Ankerst 104

et al. [9] used OPTICS, a density-based clustering algorithm, to 105

cluster a set of 117 engineering models using the 3D spherical 106

harmonics representation. Recently, Bustos et al. [15] used Self- 107

organizing Maps to cluster a database containing a mixture of 108

3D multimedia and CAD models. Anan, et al., [16] employed 109

the K -means clustering algorithm with a new Surface Signature 110

representation in order to cluster a set of 350 models from the 111

Princeton Shape Benchmark, awidely used database ofmultimedia 112

3D objects. However, there was no quantitative evaluation of 113

the effectiveness of clustering with respect to ‘‘ground truth’’ 114

data. The aforementioned studies do not present any comparative 115

evaluation of the clustering results or comparison with manual 116

classification, making it difficult to evaluate their effectiveness. 117

Ip and Regli [17] proposed an automatic classification frame- 118

work for engineering parts. Two different supervised learning 119

mechanisms – Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and k-nearest 120

neighbor (kNN) – were compared. The database was classified into 121

two manufacturing classes: ‘‘prismatic machined’’ and ‘‘cast-then- 122

machined’’. Results suggest that among various shape matching 123

methods, a method based on surface curvature distribution per- 124

formed the best classification when used with SVMs. In a separate 125

experiment performed by the authors, kNN classification obtained 126

70% classification accuracy with a database of 85 models classified 127

into 12 classes. 128
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3. Shape representations1

A comprehensive list of all the shape representations used2

in the engineering domain can be found in Cardone et al. [4]3

and Iyer et al. [7]. In this study five shape representations that4

have previously been applied for retrieval applications in the5

engineering domain are compared for clustering effectiveness.6

Two view-based representations, viz. Lightfield Descriptors (LFD)7

and Multiple Level of Detail (MLD) representation, are elaborated8

in more detail than the rest of the methods, because of the special9

similarity measures used in their comparison. These methods10

have been used for 3D model matching as well as matching11

of 3D models with 2D vector drawings and scanned drawings.12

This is especially useful from an engineering CAD perspective,13

since there is a need to compare 3D CAD models with legacy14

2D drawings, which are prevalent in several manufacturing15

industries [1]. In addition, among all the shape representation16

methods benchmarked for shape retrieval, these methods showed17

the highest retrieval effectiveness [18,7]. Both the representations18

also use a minimization of distances between pairs of views as19

the similarity measure. Such similarity measures are referred as20

being in arbitrary metric spaces and cannot be treated simply in21

the feature space.22

3.1. Convex Hull Histogram (CHH)23

Convex hull histogram is a
∧
statistics-based representation24

where a histogram of all pair-wise distances between vertices of25

the convex hull of a 3D object is used for shape comparison [19].26

This method is similar to that described by Rea et al. [20], which27

presents a detailed study analyzing the merits of this technique. In28

our implementation, the number of histogram bins is determined29

by the accuracy required for similarity searching. The histogram30

was divided into 200 bins, which is deemed to be the smallest31

number sufficient to capture the smallest feature distances in the32

shape while being efficient for comparison. Model comparison is33

performed using the L1 norm. The smaller the norm, the higher34

the similarity of object shapes.35

3.2. 3D shape histogram—Solid Angle Histogram (SAH)36

The
∧
solid-angle-based shape histogram method measures37

the concavity and the convexity of geometric surfaces [9,21].38

Histograms are usually based on a complete partitioning of the39

3D space into disjoint cells, which correspond to the bins of40

the histograms. The
∧
3D data space is divided into axis-parallel41

partitions of equal sizes. Each of these partitions is assigned to42

one or several bins in a histogram based on different models. For43

this paper, we benchmark a
∧
solid-angle-based shape histogram44

method, in which the solid angle value of each cell is transferred45

into three bins—surface voxels, inside voxels and no voxels. The46

histogram represents the 3D shape of the object and the L1 norm47

is used to determine the similarity between two objects.48

3.3. 3D Spherical Harmonics (SH)49

Spherical Harmonics are a decomposition of a spherical50

function by finding the Fourier transform of a 3D shape on a51

sphere [22,23]. A subset of the spherical harmonic coefficients is52

used to predict the similarity between two shapes. Intuitively, we53

expect this method to perform particularly well for objects with54

radial symmetry, as a result of spherical decomposition. In our55

tests, shape comparison I performed using 54 coefficients using the56

L2 norm, as used in [22].57

3.4. Light Field Descriptors (LFD) 58

Light Field Descriptors were proposed by Chen et al. [24] 59

and have been shown to perform well on the Princeton Shape 60

Benchmark, a collection ofmultimedia 3Dmodels. The LFDmethod 61

represents a 3D model as a collection of 2D images rendered from 62

uniformly sampled positions on a viewing sphere located around 63

the model. Each viewing position yields a 2D image representing 64

the silhouette of the 3D object. The 2D views are then described 65

using Zernike moments for the filled contour and the Fourier 66

descriptors for the contour. The distance between two descriptors 67

is defined as the minimum L1-difference, taken over all rotations 68

and all pairings of vertices on two dodecahedra. Comparison 69

between a pair of 3D models is obtained using a cross-correlation 70

measure between the 60 views of each object. The implementation 71

of the LFD method was obtained from the 3D Model Retrieval 72

website at National Taiwan University [35]. The distance (DA) 73

between two 3D models is defined as a minimization of the pair- 74

wise distance between all sets of views on the dodecahedron: 75

DA = min
i

10∑
k=1

d(I1k, I2k) i = 1 . . . 60 (1) 76

where d denotes the dissimilarity between two images, and i 77

denotes different rotations between camera positions of two 3D 78

models. I1k and I2k are corresponding images under ith rotation. 79

3.5. Multiple Level of Detail (MLD) representation 80

Recently, inspired by engineering drawings of 3D objects, 81

∧
[25,26] presented a 3D shape matching algorithm based on three 82

orthographic views. This approach represented a 3D object using 83

three different levels of detail (contour level, silhouette level, and 84

drawing level) to represent each view as shown in Fig. 1. Each 85

view is further represented by a combined feature vector: (1) 2D 86

shape histogram, a 2D equivalent of 3D shape distributions and 87

(2) a 2.5D Spherical Harmonics representation which converts a 88

2D view into an intermediate 3D representation, which in turn is 89

represented using 3D spherical harmonics. More details on these 90

representations can be found in [26]. 91

An illustration of the 3D shape matching process in the MLD 92

method is shown in Fig. 2. For two 3D models to be compared, 93

the matching process for obtaining the view-based 3D similarity 94

using spherical harmonics representation is as follows: given 95

two sets of views and the corresponding spherical harmonics 96

coefficients, U = {U1,U2,U3} and V = {V1, V2, V3}, where V1 = 97

{V11, V12, V13, . . . , V1N} andN is the number of feature vectors. The 98

final distance D is defined as: 99

D(U, V ) =
3∑
m=1

dist(u′m, v
′

m) (2) 100

where u′m is themth principal view (e.g.,m = 1 is the first principal 101

view). The principal views u′m are determined from the following 102

procedure: 103

(u1′, v′1) = arg min
m=1...3,n=1...3

(normdist(Um,Vn)) (3) 104

where normdist is the Euclidean distance between the spherical 105

harmonics vectors normalized to lie between 0 and 1, given by the 106

expression: 107

normdist(Um,Vn) =
N∑
i=1

(U1i − V1i)2. (4) 108

Finally, the distances at each level of detail were combined 109

using the linear weighted sum of distances to obtain the final 110

dissimilarity [27]. For the MLD representation, we have used the 111

first 64 (N = 64) spherical harmonic coefficients to represent each 112

individual view. 113

Please cite this article in press as: Jayanti S, et al. Shape-based clustering for 3D CAD objects: A comparative study of effectiveness. Computer-Aided Design (2009),
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Fig. 1. Multiple Levels of Detail representation for 3D shapes.

U1

U2

U3

V1

V2

V3

1st Match

2nd Match

dist(U1,V1)

dist(U2,V2)

dist(U3,V3)

dist(U1,V3)

dist(U2,V2)

dist(U3,V1)

Fig. 2. Matching process for MLD-based shape descriptor.

4. Clustering effectiveness measures1

The quality of clusters produced by the various shape descrip-2

tors is evaluated with respect to the ground truth classification as3

defined in the shape benchmark i.e. ESB. Four different clustering4

effectiveness indices used in conjunction with unsupervised clus-5

tering as well as supervised classification. Several other effective-6

ness measures exist in the literature including domain-dependent7

quality indicators such as the cluster utility index described by Lee8

and Kim [28] for sequence clustering in bioinformatics applica-9

tions.10

4.1. Average cluster purity11

Let the ground truth data for a clustering application contain12

P clusters and let the system cluster the data into M clusters, Cj,13

j = 1, . . . ,M . The purity of themth cluster obtained from a system 14

partition is given by: 15

ρm =
1
nm
max
p=1...P

(nmp) (5) 16

where ρm is the purity of the mth cluster, nm is the total number 17

of objects in mth cluster, nmp is the number of objects in the mth 18

cluster that are present in the pth cluster in the ground truth 19

data [29,30]. The average cluster purity for all the classes in the 20

system partition can now be expressed as a weighted sum of 21

individual cluster purities 22

ρ =
1
N

M∑
m=1

nmρm (6) 23

whereN is the total number of objects in the database andM is the 24

number of clusters. 25

4.2. Average cluster entropy 26

Entropy is another measurement of cluster quality which 27

considers the distribution of semantic classes in a cluster. It is a 28

more comprehensive measure than purity, since it considers not 29

only the purity of the clusters but also gives a measure of partition 30

between different clusters using principles of information theory. 31

The entropy measure for a clustering partition is given as: 32

hm = −
1
log P

P∑
p=1

nmp
nm
log
nmp
nm

(7) 33

where hm is the cluster entropy for themth cluster. 34

Note that the entropy measure is normalized so that the value 35

is between 0 and 1. Contrary to the purity measure, an entropy 36

value near 0means the cluster is comprisedmainly of one category, 37

while an entropy value close to 1 implies that the cluster contains 38

a uniform mixture of all categories. For example, if half of the 39

objects in a cluster belong to one semantic class in the ground 40

truth classification and the rest of the objects are evenly divided 41

into 4 different semantic classes, then the entropy is 0.6020 and 42

the purity is 0.5. Similarly, if 50% of the objects in a cluster are 43

from one ground truth class and the remaining objects from a 44

single different semantic class then the entropy is 0.3013. Hence, 45

although the cluster purity values are the same, the latter casewith 46

lower entropy ismore desirable since the partitioning generated by 47

the clustering algorithm is closer to the ground truth classification. 48
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However, it is also important to observe that one can also obtain1

an entropy value of 0 if each cluster contains a single instance.2

Therefore it is clear that this index is biased towards larger values3

of K because the probability of each cluster containing instances4

from a single class increases as the value of K is increased. Because5

of this bias, the entropy value can only be used when comparing6

two clustering results with the same K value.7

4.3. Rand index8

The Rand index [31,32] measures the matching of system-9

generated clusters to the ground truth clusters (i.e. accuracy).10

If A is the number of ‘‘agreements’’ and D is the number of11

‘‘disagreements’’ then the Rand index can be evaluated as given12

below:13

RI =
A

A+ D
. (8)14

The Rand index is computed by performing a pair-wise comparison15

of all pairs of objects in the
∧
dataset after clustering. If two objects16

are in the same cluster in both the ‘‘ground truth’’ and the17

clustering we wish to measure, they are in agreement. If two18

objects are in different clusters in both the ground truth clustering19

and the system clustering, this is also considered to be a state of20

agreement. All other cases are considered to be disagreements. The21

value of Rand index falls in the interval [0, 1]. If RI is 1, then the data22

perfectly matches the ground truth.23

4.4. Mutual information index24

The mutual information content (MI) [33,29] is described as25

follows:26

MI = −
1
n

k∑
l=1

g∑
h=1

n(h)l logk.g

 n(h)l .n
k∑
i=1
n(h)i

g∑
i=1
n(i)l

 (9)27

where n is the number of data items, k is the desired number of28

clusters, g is the actual number of ground truth categories, and29

n(j)i is the number of items in cluster i classified into category j.30

Note that k and g need not be necessarily equal, indicating that31

one can create more (or fewer) clusters than those that exist in the32

ground truth clustering. Mutual information describes the overall33

degree of agreement between the clustering and the categorization34

provided by the ground truth with a preference for clusters that35

have high purity i.e. objects classified as belonging to the same36

classes in the ground truth data are grouped into the same cluster37

in the system-generated clusters. Higher values of MI indicate38

better performance in terms of purity as well as discrimination39

between shapes belonging to different ground truth classes.40

5. Results with shape-based clustering41

The Engineering Shape Benchmark (ESB) was recently devel-42

oped for benchmarking retrieval performance of various shape43

representation of CAD objects of mechanical engineering de-44

signs [7]. This dataset consists of 867 3D models divided into 4445

classes via consensus among multiple individuals from different46

engineering backgrounds. Our ESB
∧
dataset is comprehensive in its47

content and classifications as it also encompasses all the 7 classes48

from the Functional
∧
Classification dataset in the National Design49

Repository. For this paper, the clustering effectiveness is evaluated50

on this benchmark by using four different effectiveness measures51

as described in Section 4.52

5.1. Feature space for view-based representations 53

While the first three shape representations described in 54

Section 3use the L1 or L2norm for comparison, the twoview-based 55

methods pose a challenge for the traditional K -means clustering 56

algorithm which assumes the data to be in an N-dimensional 57

space. In order to overcome this limitation, we employed a multi- 58

dimensional scaling (MDS) algorithm, to convert distancematrices Q1 59

∧
generated by the view-based methods into low-dimensional 60

feature spaces which can be used for K -means clustering. The goal 61

of
∧
an MDS algorithm is to generate vectors in lower p-dimensional 62

space such that the matrix of Euclidean distances among them 63

corresponds as closely as possible to the original matrix of pair- 64

wise similarity values according to a criterion function called 65

stress. The smallest dimension p at which the stress value begins 66

to plateau is usually chosen as the ideal. FastMap [34] is an 67

MDS algorithm which has low computational complexity and 68

was therefore employed in this study to obtain low-dimensional 69

feature vectors from the distance matrices generated by each of 70

the two view-based representations for the entire dataset. 71

For the MLD shape representation, the smallest dimensionality 72

at which the lowest stress occurs before a plateau occurs was 10. 73

Hence, a feature vector of dimensionality of ten was used for the 74

K -means clustering algorithm. Fig. 3 shows examples of clusters 75

that correlatedwellwith ground truth classification,whereas Fig. 4 76

shows clusters with high degree of disagreement with ground 77

truth. Similar experiments with stress versus dimensionality 78

showed that a feature vector with a dimensionality of 7 was ideal 79

for the LFD shape representation. 80

5.2. Study of clustering effectiveness 81

The effectiveness of the K -means and K -median clustering 82

algorithms for the previously described shape representations was 83

evaluated. The classification in the Engineering Shape Benchmark 84

was used for ground truth evaluation. Since the interest lies in 85

unsupervised clustering, in which the optimal number of clusters 86

is not known a priori, and the ‘‘natural’’ clusters produced by the 87

data may or may not equal to the number of classes in the ground 88

truth data, the clustering algorithms for a range of K values were 89

run, and the various measures of cluster quality were calculated. 90

Since the results of the two clustering algorithms depend on the 91

initialization of the random seeds, the measures of quality were 92

averaged over 10 runs for each K value. 93

Since the purity and entropy measures described earlier are 94

biased by the size and number of clusters, when comparing the 95

results of various clustering experiments, the purity and entropy 96

indices are compared only at K values matching the number of 97

clusters in the ground truth data. Note that each run of the K - 98

means (and K -median algorithm are forced to generate a fixed 99

number of clusters,which in this case is the samenumber of classes 100

as are in the ESB. Although this is neither necessary nor desirable, 101

it is done in order to remove the effect of the number of clusters in 102

evaluating the effectiveness of various clustering results. Tables 1 103

and 2 present all four indices for the K -means and K -median 104

algorithm. The RI and MI indices are not biased by the clustering 105

parameters; hence we calculate these values at different K values 106

for comparison. The graphs in Figs. 6 and 7 plot the RI and MI 107

indices for different K values. 108

Several interesting facts are observed from visually examining 109

the clusters generated by the different shape representations 110

and the clustering effectiveness values in Table 2 and 4. It was Q2 111

observed that although the combination of K -median clustering 112

with CHH shape representation provided the highest purity and 113

lowest entropy values, both of which are desirable properties, 114

the clusters produced by this coarse shape representation method 115
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Fig. 3. Examples of MLD clusters correlating well with ground truth classification.

Fig. 4. Examples of MLD clusters that do not correlate well with ground truth classification.

Table 1
Measures of effectiveness for clusters produced by the K -means algorithm.

Shape
representation

Size-weighted
purity

Average
entropy

RI MI

SAH 0.3126 0.3464 0.9382 0.2321
CHH 0.3772 0.3171 0.9300 0.2132
3D SH 0.4014 0.3522 0.9422 0.2276
MLD* 0.4072 0.4032 0.9442 0.2089
LFD* 0.5006 0.3038 0.9555 0.2834
* Multi-dimensional scaling based on FastMap algorithm was used to reduce the
distances to the Euclidean space.

Table 2
Measures of effectiveness for clusters produced by CLARANS.

Shape
representation

Size-weighted
purity

Average
entropy

RI MI

SAH 0.4958 0.3480 0.9362 0.2190
CHH 0.6044 0.2809 0.9157 0.1876
3D SH 0.4335 0.3908 0.9451 0.2319
MLD 0.5132 0.3367 0.9491 0.2549
LFD 0.5451 0.3069 0.9519 0.2742

were not visually close to the ground truth data. The partition1

produced by this contained few large-sized clusters which lead to2

a low entropy value, andmany small-sized clusters which resulted3

in a high purity value. However, the Mutual Information index4

and the Rand Index values for the same shape representation are5

smaller compared to all the other representations. It was also6

observed from visual comparison of the cluster partitions that the7

LFD method with the CLARANS clustering matched best with the8

ground truth classification. This leads to the conclusion that MI 9

and RI indices provide more meaningful measures of clustering 10

effectiveness than the purity and entropy measures. 11

Based on the RI and MI values, it can also be seen that the 12

LFD shape representation shows better clustering effectiveness 13

in comparison to the other shape representations. This was also 14

verified visually, where the sizes and contents of the clusters 15

generated by the LFD method correlated well with ground truth 16

classification. We also find that most of the shape representations 17

provide improvement in performance with K -means clustering 18

when compared to the K -median clustering, with the exception 19

of the MLD method, which shows deteriorating performance with 20

K -means. This occurs perhaps due to the fact that the low- 21

dimensional features obtained from the FastMap transformation 22

do not capture well the distances from the original similarity 23

measure used by the MLD method, whereas the original distance 24

values are directly used in the K -median clustering. Recall that 25

after FastMap transformation of distances from the MLD method 26

the dimensionality of the feature vector used for clustering is 10. 27

Fig. 5 shows some examples from the cluster partition obtained 28

using K -means clustering and MLD method. As seen in the figure, 29

the flange-like part is classified into Cluster 7 which otherwise 30

corresponds well with ‘‘rectangular blocks’’ class in ground truth. 31

Determining the correct number of clusters without a priori 32

knowledge is an important requirement for generating meaning- 33

ful clusters for use in CAD retrieval applications. A brute force 34

approach is to examine multiple K values and obtain the optimal 35

partitioning that provides the lowest SSE value. However, the op- 36

timal K value obtained in this manner may not necessarily exhibit 37
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Cluster 7 Cluster 16 Cluster 19

Fig. 5. Sample clusters obtained from K -means clustering using the MLD shape representation.

Fig. 6. Cluster quality measures for CLARANS clustering.

the best correlation with ground truth classification. In this regard,1

a study of the effect of K value on the clustering effectiveness was2

carried out to understand if the clustering effectiveness measures3

reflect an optimum K value that corresponds well with the ground4

truth classification. Although, there were no clear indications of5

ability to predict the correct number of clusters, i.e. same number6

of clusters as the number of classes in the ground truth classifica-7

tion, it was clear that as the K value was increased from 30 to 55,8

the effectiveness values also improved. There is a plateau effect at9

or after a K value of 45, which is close to the number of ground10

truth clusters, indicating that generatingmore clusters beyond this11

threshold will not add any value to the current partitioning of the12

dataset. However, this plateau effect is not always present or pro-13

nounced. It is interesting to note, however, that the plateau effect is14

clearly observed for the LFD representation with both the cluster-15

ing algorithms as well as the effectiveness indices. Also interesting16

is the fact that the effectiveness measures for the LFD represen-17

tation are consistently higher than all other methods at all K val-18

ues andwith both clustering algorithms. This clearly indicates that19

the LFDmethod has a better ability in generatingmoremeaningful20

clusters at any given K value than the rest of the methods.21

Fig. 7. Clustering quality measures for K -means clustering.

6. Conclusions 22

Current research in clustering of CAD models has primarily fo- 23

cused on obtaining better shape representations and determin- 24

ing the retrieval performance of these shape measures based on 25

Precision-Recall and E-measures. These measures assume that the 26

ground truth classification of the data is known a priori. Similarly, 27

clustering algorithms have been applied to cluster objects in CAD 28

datasets, but only purity or entropy measures have been used for 29

determining their clustering effectiveness. These measures do not 30

always provide a complete measure of the agreement between 31

clusters generated by a clustering algorithm and the ground truth 32

classification. In this research it was found that other measures of 33

clustering effectiveness such as the Rand Index and Mutual Infor- 34

mation content provide better judgment of clustering effective- 35

ness. Based on the experiments performed in this study, it was 36

also found that the combination of LFD shape representation and 37

K -means clustering algorithm provides superior clustering effec- 38

tivenesswhen compared to the other tested shape representations. 39

The choice of clustering algorithm for a given shape representation 40
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is also influenced by the similarity measure employed for com-1

parison. This research has also found that different clustering al-2

gorithms are suitable for different shape representations. It is the3

authors’ hope that these results will encourage researchers to em-4

ploy multiple measures of clustering effectiveness, along with the5

classification provided by the Engineering Shape Benchmark, in or-6

der to objectively evaluate novel shape representations for CAD7

clustering and classification applications.8
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